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“N

e’er cast a clout ’til May is out”
is how the saying goes but I’m
afraid that I have had to shed a
few layers as, although we are
still lambing, it seems that summer has
arrived.
I have actually begun to develop a classic
farmer’s tan, bronzed skin from elbows to
hands where my sleeves have been rolled
up and a tanline on my legs that stops at the
top of my wellies. Below that everything
is as pasty (and as hairy) as usual. I’ve
been wearing a skirt – usually there’s no
chance of losing the over-trousers, as when
working in the sheep pens the sheeps

I cleared away some dodgy foodstuffs
horns are at just the right height to inflict
the maximum pain and injury upon bare
legs – luckily I’ve been on mothering-up
duties. Standing with Kate the sheepdog
in the fields and sorting out which lambs
belong to which yows. The presence of a
sheepdog naturally makes the yows want
to protect their lambs, so with a bit of
careful manoeuvring I can sort them out
and send them off on their merry way. We
are still lambing but are now marking up
the older lambs born a couple of weeks
ago at the start of lambing time.
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The myriad of smits (the colour code of
marks we put in the yow’s fleeces which
tells us who the lamb’s father is) are now
permanently imprinted in my brain.
Yellow in the rib, that’s Colin; red in the
middle of the back, that’s Steven; blue in
the tail top, that’s Dave. Yes, the tups have
long and complicated pedigree titles but
who on an everyday basis is going to talk
of the merits of Close Hills Rasputin the
Third? Instead, they are referred to by
more unassuming names. To any outsider
listening in it must sound like the most
normal of conversations. “Aye, Steven’s
done well, we’ll use him again” and “Ron’s
mother is a grand ’un.” It’s never all good,
though, “Colin’s done badly, Tuesday neet
for ’im (auction).”
The overriding feeling as the yows and
lambs head off through the moor gate is
one of satisfaction for the time being they
are free to roam the moors unhindered.
The next time we will see them will be in a
couple of months, at clipping time.
Grass day is a time for celebration: cows
turned out from their winter quarters and
horses, too, fed up of being stabled and

“The dazzling brilliance
of the paint left everywhere
else looking dingy”
corralled in the pastures, kick up their
heels and head for the hills.
In and among the sheep work I’ve been
trying to have a “better-late-than-never”
spring clean. I armed myself with a large
pot of white paint and set off to paint the
outside of the porch and the dairy. There
was no big idea: I just wanted to brighten
the place up, as having coal fires means
that soot gets everywhere. This was never
billed as being a full redecoration project.

The dairy’s had a lick of paint
I got busy with the paintbrush in the
dairy first after clearing away some very
dodgy foodstuffs that had accumulated
over the winter. Foil-packed chestnuts,
stewed prunes in tins and a huge jar of
stuffed vine leaves. When did I ever think
that these would be tasty? Waste not,
want not is one of my mantras and so the
chickens’ hen mash was supplemented
with the unwanted food. Hopefully I will
be rewarded with tasty eggs.
The problem was that the dazzling
brilliance of the white paint left everywhere
else looking decidedly dingy, so I had to
carry on. The ceilings, the shelves, the
porch outside and in: it was never-ending.
I think that the task is the equivalent of the
painting of the Forth Road Bridge; I could
just keep painting forever. By the time the
last brush-stroke was applied, already,
mucky hand-prints were appearing where
I had begun. M

